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With an ever-growing group of recreational bowlers these days,  
the chances are that more young bowlers will step up their game into  

sport bowling, or even dream of a professional career.  This is an opportunity  
for the sport of bowling, which has been under increasing pressure  

in recent years due to declining membership numbers.   
The sport can grow again if we seize this opportunity now.

These enthusiastic youngsters have been the exact starting point  
for the development of the ProBowl brand; to motivate and enthuse  

all young bowlers with attractive and high-quality products,  
at prices that suit developing bowlers.

The motivation of these young bowlers is exactly the same drive that we have  
at ProBowl every day, to come up with attractive new products,  

always at very competitive pricing.

Hans A.M. Krol
Founder and CEO ProBowl bowling

PROBOWL 
DEVELOPMENT TEAM
At ProBowl, we believe that the future of  
the sport of bowling lies in the hands of  
the bowling youth of today.  That’s why  
we started a programme which supports  
and motivates young bowlers to get the  
best out of themselves – The ProBowl  
Development Team.

For one year, several young bowlers will  
be supported with professional ProBowl  
bowling equipment.  In this first year, we  
have selected four talents from within  
Belgium and the Netherlands to represent  
the ProBowl brand in the Benelux.

We aim to support these bowlers on their  
journey to become the professional stars  
of tomorrow.  Then each year we will 
support four different talents.  Our goal is  
to have one boy and one girl on ProBowl  
staff in all of the European countries.

05    BALLS

25    SHOES

13    BAGS & ROLLERS
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When to use which bowling ball? Three types of bowling balls

In order to throw a good solid strike it’s important to hit the 
pins into the 1 -3 pocket (the space between the 1-pin and 
3-pin). To hit this pocket you have to throw a hook-ball or  
a curve-ball. Unless you are a skilled bowler you need a  

reactive ball to accomplish this. To become a skilled bowler 
you have to be able to nail your spares as well. To hit your 
spares (for example the 10-pin) you need to throw a straight 
ball. The best ball for this is a urethane or plastic ball.
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AIMING FOR A STRIKE AIMING FOR A SPARE
CURVED SHOT

REACTIVE  
BALL

PLASTIC  
BALL

UTRETHANE  
BALL

There are three types of bowling balls used in today’s bowling game: plastic, urethane and reactive.
On one side of the spectrum you have the reactive balls, giving you a curve or down-lane hook.  
On the other side you have the plastic balls, giving you that solid straight shot. 

STRAIGHT SHOT

FORTA IVORY LINECHALLENGER

COVERSTOCK
REACTIVE 

COVERSTOCK
URETHANE 

COVERSTOCK
POLYESTER 

CORE
CHALLENGER
SYMMETRICAL 

CORE
PANCAKE 

CORE
PANCAKE 

�R �U �P

0403

This example is based on right handed bowlers



REACTIVE LINE
CHALLENGER

The ProBowl Challenger in the Reactive Line will provide you with a small but smooth and controllable arc.  
Due to the low differential symmetrical coreshape this ball will not overly respond to an inconsistent release.  
It will also keep the angle a little straighter which is easier to repeat while retaining that little extra curve at  
the end of the lane to knock down a few more strikes a game. This ball is therefore great for new bowlers  
who would like to see a little bit more hook but also for advanced tournament players who need to control  
excessive down lane reaction.  

COVERSTOCK
REACTIVE 

CORE
CHALLENGER 
SYMMETRICAL 

RED/WHITE/BLUE PEARL 
PRBWLBABA

DARK BLUE/LIGHT BLUE PEARL 
PRBWLBABB

BLACK/PURPLE/SILVER PEARL
PRBWLBABC

BLACK/SILVER PEARL 
PRBWLBABDCHALLENGERCHALLENGER

BALL COLOR: Dark Blue/Light Blue 
WEIGHTBLOCK: Challenger core
COVERSTOCK: Conquering Pearl
FACTORY FINISH: 500 grit / Factory compound /  
 Factory Polish  
WEIGHTS: 10-15 lbs

�R
REACTIVE PEARL

�R
REACTIVE PEARL

�R
REACTIVE PEARL

�R
REACTIVE PEARL

Ramon’s 
Favorite
‘ A very controlable ball. It enables 
‘ you to throw multiple strikes.’

APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED
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URETHANE+ LINE
FORTA

Urethane equipment is back and here to stay! When reactive balls took over in the early 90’s, urethane balls  
were almost forgotten about. But now urethane is making a comeback more than ever. A lot more professionals  
therefore carry a urethane ball over a polyester in their arsenals. You will not only be able to use this ball for 
spares, but if you require a straighter path to the pocket this ball will provide you with plenty of strikes as well. 

WHITE/PURPLE/ORANGE 
PRBWURWPOFORTAFORTA

BALL COLOR: White/Purple/Orange 
WEIGHTBLOCK: Pancake (12-15 lbs)
COVERSTOCK: Urethane
FACTORY FINISH: 4000 grit polish  
WEIGHTS: 10-15 lbs

�U
URETHANE PEARL

COVERSTOCK
URETHANE 

CORE
PANCAKE 

Ghislaine’s 
Favorite
‘ With the Forta I can both hit my  
spares and obtain strikes.’

BLACK/WHITE 
PRBWUREBW

�U
URETHANE PEARL

GOLD/ORANGE/BLACK 
PRBWUGOBO

�U
URETHANE PEARLAPPROVED APPROVED APPROVED
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POLYESTER LINE

IVORYIVORY

COVERSTOCK
POLYESTER 

CORE
PANCAKE 

BALL COLOR: Blue/Black/Gold 
WEIGHTBLOCK: Pancake (12-15 lbs)
COVERSTOCK: Polyester
FACTORY FINISH: 4000 grit polish  
WEIGHTS: 10-15 lbs

BLUE/BLACK/GOLD PEARL 
PRBWLUBBG 

BLUE/ORANGE/SILVER PEARL 
PRBWLUBOS

BLUE/BLACK/SILVER PEARL
PRBWLUBBS

PURPLE/ROYAL/SILVER PEARL 
PRBWLUPRS

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

IVORY

The ProBowl Ivory in the Polyester Line is produced and designed to create the best price/quality ratio for  
polyester bowling balls in the industry. These balls come in a variety of vibrant colours and special designs  
which will make you stand out during your league night. 

APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED
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POLYESTER LINE

IVORYIVORY

COVERSTOCK
POLYESTER 

CORE
PANCAKE 

BALL COLOR: Blue/Green 
WEIGHTBLOCK: Pancake (12-15 lbs)
COVERSTOCK: Polyester
FACTORY FINISH: 4000 grit polish  
WEIGHTS: 10-15 lbs

SOCCER BALL BLACK/WHITE PEARL 
PRBWLUBBG 

WHITE/YELLOW PEARL 
PRBWLWHYE

GREEN/BLUE/SILVER PEARL
PRBWLUGBL

RED/BLACK/SILVER PEARL 
PRBWLURBS

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

�P
POLYESTER PEARL

IVORY

Each ProBowl Ivory ball is unique, the mix of colours may vary. These balls are great for beginners who prefer a 
straighter angle of attack but most and foremost for the advanced bowlers who are trying to knock down more 
spares and increase their average. 

APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED
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2-BALL ROLLER BLACK 
PRBWL21960

2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/LIME
PRBWL21963

3-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLACK 
PRBWL31964

3-BALL ROLLER BLACK/LIME 
PRBWL31967

PROBOWL SPARE BALL TOTE BLACK
PRBWL12000

Premium quality heavy-duty with a 840 D and 600 D polyester  
construction. The ProBowl Spare Ball Attachment quickly  
transforms roller bags to expand storage. With the velcro strap  
(hook  and loop) on the back , it always fits the handle of your 
roller. 

ON THE ROADON THE ROAD

BAGS & ROLLERS

2-BALL ROLLER
Premium quality bag, 600 Denier fabric, shoe compartment  
holds up to size 49 (UK15), large side pocket, extra front  
accessory pocket, 5” smooth Urethane wheels with bearing.

3-BALL ROLLER
Premium quality bag, 1680 Denier fabric, large top shoe 
compartment holds up to size 49 (UK15), storage pockets  
on both sides, 5” smooth Urethane wheels with bearing.

1680 Td

600 Td

1680 Td

600 Td

5 inch 5 inch

5 inch 5 inch

What is Td or Denier?
Denier indicates the thickness of yarns that are used in fabrics.  
The higher a denier count, the thicker and more durable a fabric is.

840/ 600 Td
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TRIPLE TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/RED 
PRBWL32041

TRIPLE TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL32042

TRIPLE TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/BLACK
PRBWL32043

BASIC TRIPLE TOTE BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL33051

BASIC TRIPLE TOTE BLACK/BLACK
PRBWL33050

3-BALL TRIPLE TOTE
Heavy duty 1680 Denier fabric construction 
with 840 Denier fabric dobby accent colour, 
compact wheels.

3-BALL TRIPLE TOTE W/SHOE BAG 
Heavy duty 1680 Denier fabric construction with 840 Denier fabric 
dobby accent colour, detachable shoe compartment holds up to 
size 49 (UK15), detachable top accessory bag, compact wheels.

SINGLE BAG DELUXE BLACK/RED 
PRBWL12031

SINGLE BAG DELUXE BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL12032

SINGLE BAG DELUXE BLACK/BLACK 
PRBWL12033

1-BALL SINGLE BAG DELUXE
600 Denier fabric, foam Ball holder, shoe 
compartment holds up to size 49 (UK15), 
side pockets on both sides, extra front 
accessory pocket.

SINGLE BAG DELUXE BLACK/GREY 
PRBWL12034

ON THE ROADON THE ROAD

600 Td 1680/ 840 Td 1680/ 840 Td

1680/ 840 Td 1680/ 840 Td

1680/ 840 Td600 Td

600 Td

600 Td

1615



PROBOWL TRIPLE TOTE DELUXE
Premium quality heavy-duty with a 840D and 600D polyester 
construction, holds easily 3 bowling balls. For easy portability 
this bag is equipped with small wheels on the back of the tote. 
A large shoe compartment fits up to a US Man’s size 15 shoe. 
An extra storage pocket holds all the  necessary accessories.

PROBOWL TRIPLE DLX  TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/SILVER  
PRBWL32003

PROBOWL TRIPLE DLX  TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/BLUE  
PRBWL32001

PROBOWL TRIPLE DLX TOTE W/ SHOE BAG BLACK/ORANGE  
PRBWL32002

PROBOWL DELUXE 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/ORANGE
PRBWL21985

PROBOWL 2-BALL ROLLER DELUXE
Premium quality heavy-duty with a 840D and 600D polyester  
construction. Very stable, smooth rolling, and quiet across hard 
floors due to oversize 5” extra-wide urethane wheels. Sturdy  
square-tube telescoping handle with quick-release button on the 
grip. Huge vented shoe compartment fits up to a US Man’s size 15 
shoe. High-density padding used throughout the bag and  
extra-thick padding in the ball compartment for added protection. 
One spacious storage pocket for accessories. Velcro tie down flaps 
secures balls inplace. Lockable zippers for the ball compartment. 

PROBOWL DELUXE 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL21986

ON THE ROADON THE ROAD
PROBOWL DELUXE 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/SILVER
PRBWL21987

PROBOWL DELUXE 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLACK 
PRBWL21988

5 inch

840/ 600 Td

840/ 600 Td 840/ 600 Td

840/ 600 Td

840/ 600 Td

5 inch

840/ 600 Td5 inch 840/ 600 Td5 inch

EXCLUSIVE  
LINNING
On the inside
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PROBOWL BASIC 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLACK 
PRBWL21984

PROBOWL 2-BALL ROLLER BASIC
Premium quality 2-ball roller with durable 600-denier  
polyester oxford construction. Smooth rolling and easy  
maneuvering due to 3” urethane wheels. Square-tube  
21 1/2” Extendable handle 5 1/2” longer for easy rolling.  
Separate shoe storage compartment stores and protects  
shoes up to U.S. men’s size 15.

ON THE ROADON THE ROAD

600 Td3 inch

3 inch 600 Td

PROBOWL BASIC 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/ORANGE
PRBWL21981

3 inch 600 Td

PROBOWL BASIC 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/SILVER
PRBWL21983

PROBOWL BASIC 2-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL21982

600 Td3 inch

PROBOWL 3-BALL ROLLER DELUXE
Premium quality heavy-duty with a 840D and 600D polyester construction. Very stable, smooth rolling, and quiet across 
hard floors due to oversize 5” extra-wide urethane wheels. Sturdy square-tube telescoping handle with release button on 
the grip. Vented shoe compartment fits up to a US Man’s size 15 shoe. High-density padding and extra-thick padding in the 
ball compartment. Three spacious storage pockets for accessories. Velcro tie down flaps hold balls securely inplace.  
Lockable zippers for the ball compartment. Handle length: 16” from bag to top of handle.

PROBOWL DELUXE 3-BALL ROLLER BLACK/ORANGE
PRBWL30102

5 inch 840/ 600 Td 840/ 600 Td5 inch

PROBOWL DELUXE 3-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLUE
PRBWL30101
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PROBOWL DOUBLE TOTE PlUS
Premium quality heavy-duty with a 840D and 600D polyester  
construction. This sturdy double tote holds two balls and has  
a large accessory storage compartment. The transparant top  
gives an easy view on the balls being carried. The padded belt  
with large ProBowl logo gives extra comfort for easy transport.

ON THE ROADON THE ROAD

84
0/ 
60
0 T
d

SINGLE BAG BASIC BLACK/RED 
PRBWL12019

4-BALL ROLLER BLACK/RED 
PRBWL41970

4-BALL ROLLER BLACK/ROYAL 
PRBWL41969

PROBOWL DOUBLE TOTE PLUS BLACK 
PRBWL20101

PROBOWL DOUBLE TOTE PLUS BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL20102

4-BALL ROLLER 
Premium quality bag, 1680 Denier fabric,  
removable top bag converts to a full  
featured premium 2- ball tote, large top  
shoe compartment holds up to size 49  
(UK15), 5” smooth Urethane wheels,  
the bottom bag features easy  
open front load design.

5 inch

1680 Td

1680 Td

5 inch5 inch

1680 Td

840/ 600 Td

600 Td

840/ 600 Td

600 Td

1680 Td

SINGLE BAG BASIC BLACK/BLACK 
PRBWL12022

4-BALL ROLLER BLACK/BLACK
PRBWL41968

1-BALL SINGLE BAG BASIC
600 Denier fabric, foam ball  
holder, shoe compartment  
holds up to size 44 (UK10).

SINGLE BAG BASIC BLACK/BLUE 
PRBWL12020
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MEET THE 
PROBOWL 
PROS
RAMON - With numerous games bowled in his  
parents bowling centre before the age of 6, Ramon  
was bound to become a great bowler!  
By the age of 12 he had won his first national title at the 
Dutch National Championships.  After winning several 
national titles (eventually he would win 9 titles in the 
Netherlands and later on in his career 2 in Germany),  
he decided it was time to work on his international
career and so he moved to the United States, the cradle 
of bowling, to attend Webber International University, 
Florida.  His one purpose was to bowl on the PBA Tour.  
During his 4 years of college, Ramon became a 4-time 
collegiate All-American.  
In his last year of college bowling it all came together;  
he won 2 national championships, the NAIA Invitational 
and the Intercollegiate Team Championships. He moved 
on to bowl the PBA National and World Bowling Tour the 
year after, realizing his dream.

Nowadays Ramon is working in the international bowling 
scene as a competitive bowling specialist.  However, his 
bowling days aren’t over! In 2021 he finished 4th at the 
PBA Global Showdown.  Once a bowler, always a bowler.

GHISLAINE - One of the most successful Dutch 
female bowlers of recent years, international known 
as the Dutch Lefty, she wouldn’t have been there if it 
wasn’t for the mild Dutch climate!   
Young Ghislaine always wanted to be a ski racer, but due 
to the lack of snow she searched for another sport. On  
her first night in a local bowling alley, she got instantly  
passionate about bowling.  With incredible focus from 
the very start , her determintaion became her trademark.  
For many years in a row, Ghislaine ruled the women’s  
category in the Dutch National Championships, not only 
as a single player, but also playing doubles and teams.  
Her debute in the Dutch National Team also marked the 
beginning of a significant succesful period of the Dutch 
team. Apart from being the great team player that she is, 
she also stand her ground in singles tournaments (ETBF) 
competing against male colleagues.  Her honours list is 
testament to that;  she has won the San Marino Open, the 
Malta Open, the Istanbul Open, München Open  and the 
Chandra Open (NL).
To top off this winning streak, she achieved a special 5th 
place in the singles at the World Championships in Qatar.  
A year later, she repeated this impressive 5th place in the 
All Events at the World Championships in Las Vegas.

RAMON 
HILFERINK
RAMON 
HILFERINK

GHISLAINE 
STIGTER 
VAN DER TOL

GHISLAINE 
STIGTER 
VAN DER TOL
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BOWLING SHOES

PROBOWL SUPRO BLACK/BLUE
PRBWLSH100

PROBOWL TAKTIKA BLACK/WHITE
PRBWLSH050

PROBOWL BONEGA BLACK/BLUE
PRBWLSH150

PROBOWL SUPRO
A great looking lightweight shoe which has got 
great features to offer. Next to the stylish look 
this model features Fitgo disc lacing system and 
a breathable fabric upper. Perfect for the bowl-
ers wanting a high end looking product, with a 
value price. Both shoes comes with microfiber 
slide pads. Available in US sizes 6 through 14.

PROBOWL TAKTIKA
This fresh looking black and white shoe has 
great shelf appeal. This lightweight laced  
model with a nice breathable fabric upper 
comes with microfiber slide pads on both  
shoes. A great shoe with maximum value  
for its price. Available in US sizes 6 through 14.

PROBOWL BONEGA
This sturdy shoe with PU upper gives bowlers 
extra comfort and sturdiness during their game. 
It comes with microfiber slide pads on both 
shoes. A great product with maximum value for 
its price. Available in US sizes 6 through 14.

SUPER SLIDESSUPER SLIDER

1. LOCK 2. TIGHTEN 3. RELEASE

Ghislaine’s 
Favorite

‘ These shoes are lightweight and comfortable on my feet  
and they go with almost any bowling outfit I have.’
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PROBOWL TAPE
PROBOWL PROTECTING TAPE

Performance tape comes in three types  
of textures, each with a different level of  
surface friction and release control. Also 
available in a conatiner box  of 16 blisters

PROBOWL PROTECTING TAPE
PRBWLTAP004

You always have the right amount of tape to apply with this 
protecting tape on a roll. Protects the skin from irritation 
tears and blistering. The display box contains 12 rolls. 

GRIP CONTROLGRIP CONTROL PROBOWL PERFORMANCE TAPE / SLOW
PRBWLTAP001

Yellow performance tape provides a slow release. 

Release

PROBOWL PERFORMANCE TAPE / MEDIUM
PRBWLTAP002

Grey performance tape provides a medium release. 

PROBOWL PERFORMANCE TAPE / FAST
PRBWLTAP003

Black performance tape provides a fast release. 

Release Release

DISPLAY BOX OF 12 / PRBWLTAP004-12BOX OF 16 / PRBWLTAP001-16
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FUN GEAR

PRO BOWL EURO 2-BALL ROLLER
PRBWLEU100

Extendable locking square handle; Smooth wheels; Moulded 
ABS ball cup surrounded by foam padding; 600 Denier Oxford 
constructed fabric; Large zippers with Probowl pulls;  
Ventilation grommets; Separate shoe compartment holds up to 
size 47 (UK13.5) shoes;  Carrying handles with padded comfort 
wrap; Welded steel hardware; Oversized side accessory pocket; 
Reinforced stitching for durability.

PRO BOWL EURO SHOE COVER
PRBWLEU160

Protect your bowling shoes from being damaged. High  
quality water resistant vinyl construction with elastic  
top. Sold in pairs.

PRO BOWL EURO SINGLE BAG BASIC
PRBWLEU000

600D fabric; Adjustable, padded, removable shoulder  
strap with non-slip pad; Padded carrying handles;  
Removable foam ball holder; Interior shoe shelf  
compartment holds up to size 47 (UK13.5) shoes.

PRO BOWL EURO  
MICROFIBER SEE SAW
PRBWLEU150

Designed to fit the ball 
in safely. Easy to carry 
and absorbs more than 
standard See Saws.

EURO SERIESEURO SERIES

3 inch 600 Td

600 Td

PRO BOWL EURO GRIP SACK
PRBWLEU180

Absorbs moisture and oil, keeps hands dry.

PRO BOWL EURO GRIP BALL
PRBWLEU170

Absorbs moisture and oil, keeps hands dry.

PRO BOWL EURO MICROFIBER TOWEL
PRBWLEU190

Highly absorbent microfiber towel with Dye-Sublimated 
image, absorbs more than standard towels, 42 x 49 cm.
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Flora Allaerd
  Born in Tourcoing, 02-03-2006

2021/2022 league average: 178 average 
Bowling goals: The French National Team 
and attend at the World Championships
Trademark: Flora is very competitive and 
has great mental strength. When a game 
seems to be lost she always finds a way to 
turn it around. 

Wout Wouters
  Born in Tremelo, 26-11-2007 

2021/2022 league average: 179 average 
Bowling goals: First an average above 
200 and then playing the PBA Tour 
Achievement: Wout is National Miniemen 
Champion and accomplished this without 
any professional support.

Vince van der Loo
  Born in Hilvarenbeek, 08-03-2005 

2021/2022 league average: 213 average 
Bowling goals: To start a professional 
bowling career in America and win gold 
on the European and World Championships
Achievement: Vince has achieved his
goals so far and is working hard to become
European and World Champion.

Veerle Tribulet
  Born in Weert, 03-09-2007 

2021/2022 league average: 172 average 
Bowling goals: Make it to the Dutch 
National Team
Trademark: Veerle bowls with enormous 
precision, which is typical for the drive she 
has to reach the national and international 
bowling top.

MEET 
THE PROBOWL 
DEVELOPMENT 
TEAM
THE TEAM CONCEPT
At ProBowl we believe that the future of the bowling sport lies in the 
hands of the bowling youth of today. ProBowl  is therefore excited to 
introduce the first four members of the ProBowl Development Team. 
These four youngsters will represent the upcoming ProBowl brand for 
one year in the Benelux. 

We aim to support these bowlers in their 
journey to become the professional stars 
of tomorrow. With this year being a pilot
year where we only support talents within 
Belgium and the Netherlands, our goal is
to have one boy and one girl on ProBowl
staff in all European countries. As these 
talents will be on staff for one year we will 
support a different talent each year.

This year’s Probowl Developmental team consists of Flora Allaerd (BE 16),
Veerle Tribulet (NL 14), Wout Wouters (BE 14) and Vince van der Loo (NL 17).
We wish these bowlers the best of luck and we are confident this will boost 
their young careers.
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ACCESSORIES LINE

PROBOWL LEATHER/LEATHER SHAMMY (EA)/
PROBOWL LEATHER/DOT SHAMMY (EA)
 PRBWLAC220 / PRBWLAC210

Restores tacky feel for better ball performance, 
size 17.5 x 21 cm. Leather on both sides.The same 
as the leather shammy only one side with dots.

PROBOWL MICROFIBER TOWEL  
BLACK (EA)
PRBWLAC300

The microfiber towel absorbs oil  
and dirt. The fiber catches dirt  
without spreading it around.

PROBOWL THUMB SAVER
PRBWLAC011

Provides comfort and protection for your thumb against 
blisters and calluses. The thumb saver allows a smooth 
release while reducing swelling.

PRO BOWL SHOE COVER
PRBWLAC000 / -AC001 / -AC002 / -AC003

Available sizes Small / Medium/ Large / X Large
These shoe covers protect your slide sole during 
off-lane use.

PRO BOWL SHOE SLIDER
PRBWLAC050

Slips on over the sliding sole of  
bowling shoes to increase sliding  
ability. Perfect for synthetic  
approaches. One size fits most.

BIOTECH SMELL REMOVER
PRBWLAC350

This organic smell remover holds  
an accelerating biotech formula  
with eucalyptus, which masks  
and then kills unpleasant odours. 

GEAR UP!GEAR UP!

PRO BOWL GEAR FRESHENER
PRBWLAC360 (SET OF 2)

These shoe deodoriser balls, remove odour  
caused by germs in shoes and sports bags.

PROBOWL ORIG. LEATHER PLUS
PRBWLAC040

This wrist positioner gives  
a longer, firmer support, for  
a better hand/wrist position  
throughout your release.

PROBOWL ORIGINAL LEATHER
PRBWLAC030

This positioner provides  
exceptional support and  
great results, keeping your  
wrist in the proper position  
throughout your release.

PROBOWL REACT GLOVE
PRBWLAC020

For complete control throughout your entire swing. This 
gloves helps prevent painful calluses on the hand and 
outside fingers.
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PROBOWL BALL WIPES (CTN/12)
PRBWLAC400

Maintain your ball surface for consistent 
shots. The ball wipes remove dirt marks 
and excess oil from your bowling ball. 
The non abrasive wipes revive natural 
tack of ball surface. 24 wipes in a pouch.

PROBOWL SEE-SAW (EA)
PRBWLAC250

This see-saw is used in a back and forth 
motion to clean your bowling ball.
It also provides good protection for your 
bowling balls when in a bowling bag or 
locker. Assorted colors.

PROBOWL SHAMMY (20x20 EA)
PRBWLAC200

Restores the tacky feel of your ball surface  
for better ball performance, with dots on  
the reverse side. Mixed reverse side colours. 

PROBOWL MICROFIBER SUB PRINTING TOWEL
PRBWLAC080 (16 X 16 CM)

The microfiber towel is used to effectively absorb  
oil and dirt residu. The fiber catches dirt without  
spreading it around.

GEAR UP!GEAR UP!

MICROFIBER GRIP SACK (EA)
PRBWLAC100

These microfiber sacks and balls are designed to absorb moisture in your hand,  
so you can have the grip you need to throw your best shot! Available in Assorted 
colours.

MICROFIBER GRIP BALL (EA)
PRBWLAC150

THUMB SOCK BLUE X-LARGE (2 PCS)
PRBWLAC014

Control your ball release with thumb socks! These socks are  slipped over  the  
thumb for a smooth and consistent release. Made from the finest ultra stretch  
lycra.

THUMB SOCK BLACK LARGE (2 PCS)
PRBWLAC013

MICROFIBER
STRUCTURE

HOW DOES MICROFIBER WORK?

NO DIRT LEFT DIRT LEFT

DIRECTION FIBERS

MICROFIBER COTTON FIBER
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PROBOWL OVAL / ROUND PLUG DAMS
PRBWLAC060 /  PRBWLAC061

Plug dams are used to plug the finger and thumb holes of a 
bowling ball by containing the plugging resin compound to 
just the plugging area.

PROBOWL BEVEL SANDLER
PRBWLTOBES

This is the perfect tool to bevel out your thumb and 
finger holes on your bowling ball. Heavy Duty motor. 
10 Sanding Discs included.

JAYHAWK JAYVAC SYSTEM 220V-50HZ
250-11-5040-CE

The revolutionary VacuLOKTM System comes with 
a proprietary ultra-wide seal, a colored touch 
screen, a real time vacuum monitor with alarm 
and a heavyduty pump which locks the ball in 
place even over deep scratches and gouges. In 
order to reduce friction for rapid positioning the 
Jayvac uses air flow reversing to “float” the ball. 

PROBOWL SANDING DISC (100 PCS)
FAS-PRBWLAC070

Replacement sanding discs, designed to sand a smooth 
finger/thumb hole. Available in  80-, 100- and 120-grit

PROSHOPPROSHOP

JAYHAWK TRI OVAL SYSTEM 220V-50HZ
250-11-5030-CE

The Tri Oval System allows the operator to square 
the ball in the jig the same way each time for pin 
point accuracy with every ball that is drilled.  
A safety ring is used to hold the ball in the jig  
insuring not only that the ball cannot move 
during the drilling process, but also that the ball 
cannot come out of the jig causing injury to the 
operator or damaging the ball.

The popular Tri-Oval and  
Jayvac System drilling  
machines from Jayhawk  
are the first and ONLY  
CE-approved drilling  
stations in the industry

Heavyduty jig with safety  
ring to square tha ball  
with pin point accuracy

Heavyduty pump with air 
flow reversing to float the 
ball for rapid positioning
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